Nevertheless these facts were never quoted in connection with the Ruwenzori Range where they appear with remarkable diversity and intensity. Here we find polygonal networks of "floating type," more or less deformed on sloping ground, stone stripes, solifluxion flows and several vegetation patterns such as hummocks, thurfur, tundra ponds and "coussins." The terrain in the neighbourhood of Lac Gris and Lac Blanc are quite representative in their aspects and, as a whole, one can point to a surprising similarity with the periglacial areas of the Icelandic glaciers, especially along the south coast of the island in summer. The soil structures they both show are quite different from those caused by frost action on the perenially frozen subsoil existing in periarctic countries. 9
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GLACIER WASTING AND RETREAT IN THE SOUTHERN ALPS OF NEW ZEALAND

By H. J. Harrington

(New Zealand Geological Survey)

Abstract. Down-wasting has affected southern glaciers in New Zealand later than northern glaciers under the influence of a southward rising snow line which is attributed to a southerly shift in prevailing wind belts. Evidence from the Hooker Glacier indicates that the present period of wasting is the fourth of a series which began about 500 years ago.

As the firn line rises a glacier is planed in the ablation zone so that successive surfaces are parallel to the original surface, which shows that ablation is more active for a short distance below the firn line than near the terminal face. A period of accelerated terminal retreat can result from parallel down-wasting without a correlative acceleration in the rate of climatic change.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. In Neuseeland werden südliche Gletscher auf Grund einer sich südwärts erhebenden Schneegrenze, die auf eine in vorherrschenden WindgürteIn südliche Verschiebung zurückzuführen ist, später von einem Abschwinden beeinflusst als nörliche Gletscher. Beweis vom Hooker Glacier zeigt an, dass die gegenwärtige Periode des Schwindens die vierte einer Serie ist, die vor etwa 200 Jahren begann.

Mit dem Anwachsen der Firnlinie wird der Gletscher in der Ablutionszone „abgehobelt“, sodass aufeinanderfolgende Oberflächen mit der ursprünglichen Oberfläche parallel laufen, was darauf hinweist, dass Ablation auf einer kurzen Strecke unterhalb der Firnlinie wirksam ist als nahe dem Gletscherende. Eine Periode beschleunigten Endrückzuges kann durch paralleles Abschwinden verursacht werden, ohne mit einer entsprechenden Beschleunigung im Grade einer klimatischen Änderung verbunden zu sein.

INTRODUCTION
In the Southern Alps of New Zealand glaciers occur along the Main Divide for a distance of 360 km. (225 miles) from Jervois Glacier just south of Milford Sound in lat. 44° 47' S. to the Arthur Pass area in lat. 42° 53' S. Permanent or nearly permanent snowfields occur for a further 145 km. (90 miles) to the north-east to Rainbow Saddle in Spenser Mountains. The extent and type of valley glaciation is similar to that in the Swiss Alps, but above the snow line the New Zealand peaks are often more heavily encrusted with ice. Other general features of the New Zealand glaciers have been described recently in this Journal by Suggate 23 whose paper included a map showing the positions of the major groups of glaciers. The whole of the Southern Alps is also shown on a scale of 1 to 1 million in the Carte Internationale du Monde, and in more detail in the “Four Miles to an Inch” map series of the New Zealand Lands and Survey Department, while the major glaciers of the Mt. Cook region are shown on the map by Wicks. 25

SUMMARY OF GLACIER CHANGES, AND THE IMPORTANCE OF DOWN-WASTING
(a) Loss of thickness and extension of ablation zone since 1866
A feature common to the trunk portions of all the major New Zealand valley glaciers 3, 6, 9, 11, 17, 18, 29 is that they have been affected by down-wasting, which did not set in simultaneously on all, though it has progressed steadily on any given glacier after it has once started. On the Rangitata system of glaciers severe wasting was observed by Acland 1 between 1867 to 1880 and Wilson 27 noted that it was still continuing in 1934. In the Rakaia system wasting commenced at some time between von Haast’s visit in 1865 and Speight’s visit in 1911, and was still continuing at the time of the visit by Gage 8 in 1949. In the Mount Cook region the Tasman, Hooker and Mueller Glaciers were first observed by von Haast 12 in 1865 and were frequently observed and surveyed between 1884 and 1906. Although minor oscillations occurred there was no large change in the level of the ice during this time, except that Brodrick 4 noted 6 m. loss of thickness on the Mueller terminal between 1889 and 1906. However, Harper, 13 who was on the Tasman Glacier in 1905 and again in 1927, noted that strong down-wasting had occurred in the intervening period although he thought that it did not commence until after 1913 at De La Beche hut halfway up the glacier. Similarly Rose 19 thought that down-wasting on the Murchison Glacier did not commence until after 1914, and Harper 15 maintained that wasting on the Franz Joseph Glacier commenced some time before it did on the Fox.

It is noticeable that although all valley glaciers which descend to low levels have been greatly reduced in thickness, most of the ledge glaciers (hanging glaciers occupying long and narrow high ledges), ice falls and ice fields in the Mount Cook region have shown very little change or none at all. A good example of this is the Stocking Glacier which flows down the steep eastern face of the Mt. Sefton massif towards the terminal faces of the Mueller and Hooker Glaciers. As its name implies the Stocking has a distinctive shape and no significant differences in it can be detected in photographs taken by Mr. J. H. Rose in 1913 and by the writer in 1951. A second example is that Harper 14 compared photographs of the Douglas Glacier taken from the same spot in 1894 and 1934 and stated that “there is remarkably little change in the upper ice fields, such as the Wicks and Morse Glaciers, or even in the great névé of the Douglas, but the trunk of the latter has shrunk materially in thickness...”
In order to explain why wasting commenced earlier on some glaciers than on others, and why most high glaciers have not been affected by wasting, the hypothesis may be proposed that the snow line commenced to rise in the Rangitata area about 1866 or earlier, and that this trend slowly spread southwards until it had affected all parts of the Southern Alps by about 1913. A rising snow line caused a rising firn line on some glaciers and an extension of the ablation zone at the expense of the area of accumulation; in other words there was an advance up the affected glaciers of an "ablation front". As the snow line continued to rise an ablation front progressively attacked more glaciers and higher glaciers, but so far it has not risen quite far enough for attack to commence on most of the high ledge glaciers and steep hanging glaciers in the Mount Cook region. It may be noted that the relationship between the present snow line and the Pleistocene snow line has been studied by Willett.  

This hypothesis has yet to be proved but some support for it is given in the description by Gage  of the wasting of the Ramsay Glacier in the Rakaia system. Between 1865 and 1911 down-wasting amounted to 20 m. and was confined to the lower half of the glacier, but by 1949 it had spread up the glacier to above the Clarke junction and amounted to 60 m.

---

**Fig. 2. Longitudinal profile of a glacier tongue to show how the rate of terminal retreat is controlled by parallel down-wasting**

- **SS**... Original surface of glacier
- **S₁, S₂, S₃**... Successive surfaces produced in the ablation zone by down-wasting; parallel to S except near the firn-line
- **F₁, F₂, F₃**... Successive positions of rising firn-line

The rate of terminal retreat is slow while the firn-line rises from F₁ towards F₃, but accelerates when the base of the crevassed carapace under S₃ meets either the bed of the glacier or the projected profile of its outlet stream. Note also that in the process of parallel down-wasting there is more rapid ablation a short distance below the firn-line than there is in the lower reaches of the ablation zone.

**b) Terminal retreat since 1866**

Down-wasting is common to all the major valley glaciers, but terminal retreat is much more erratic in amount, rate and time of occurrence, and this can be understood if consideration is given to the way in which loss of thickness occurs in the ablation zone. Gage  has described how Ramsay Glacier lost 20 m. of thickness in the terminal portion between 1865 and 1911, and 60 m. in the middle reaches between 1910 and 1949; it should be noted that in this second period of observation the terminal zone did not also lose a further 60 m. but only 40 m. That is, ablation was more active below the firn line than at the terminal face, and the advancing ablation front planed the glacier so that the surfaces of 1949 and 1865 were parallel, except where they converged at the firn line. This type of "parallel down-wasting" is not peculiar to the Ramsay Glacier. It can be seen also on Godley, Murchison, Tasman, Hooker, Mueller and other glaciers where the present surface is parallel to sharp vegetation lines marking on the valley walls the maximum height attained by the ice before the present phase of down-wasting commenced (see Fig. 1, p. 131).

If the surface of a glacier is being lowered annually by parallel down-wasting, then eventually the base of the crevassed carapace under one of the new surfaces will intersect the bed of the
glacier or the projected profile of its outlet stream, and if the intersection is at a very low angle (as it generally is) then there will be an accelerated retreat of the terminal face of the glacier as shown in Fig. 2 (p. 142). The time of commencement of this accelerated retreat will depend on the original thickness of the glacier above the projected profile of its outlet stream.

Thus the unusually large terminal retreat of 4.8 km (3 miles) in the Fitzgerald and Separation Glaciers of the Godley system between the exploration by von Haast in 1862 and the visit by Fletcher in 1934 can be explained because both glaciers were thin and could be quickly removed by the parallel down-wasting that lowered the trunk of the main Godley Glacier by about 50 m in the same time. This thinning of the main Godley trunk has also caused the collapse and retreat of its terminal for 2.4 km (1.5 miles), but on its neighbour the Classen and on other glaciers like the Tasman, Murchison and Mueller the ice above the bed of the outlet stream is still so thick that no large terminal retreat has yet occurred.

The occurrence of periods of minor terminal advance during a longer period of major retreat and wasting, as at Franz Josef Glacier, does not necessarily weaken the above theory because Speight has noted that periods of minor advance on that fast-moving glacier can be predicted by observing waves of high ice advancing through the ablation zone. Suggate, too, has shown that they follow periods of additive excess of annual precipitation and deficit in annual mean temperatures. It seems that on a slow-moving glacier such waves are generally obliterated in the ablation zone before reaching the terminal face, but that on a fast-moving glacier they can reach the terminal face and cause a minor advance.

(c) Down-wasting and terminal retreat before 1862

Exploration of New Zealand glaciers by Europeans did not commence until about 1862 so that records of fluctuations before that date must be obtained from a study of moraines. Along the eastern side of the lower part of the trunk of the Hooker Glacier there are three distinct lateral moraines, and Brodrick stated that the uppermost of them is 235 ft (72 m) above the ice level of 1890, which in turn appears to be about the same height above the present ice level. From a vantage point such as the Kea Point Spur of Sealy Range each lateral moraine can be seen to be parallel to the present glacier surface, and each merges with a corresponding terminal moraine. These moraines indicate that down-wasting had gone on for a long time before 1866, and that it must have occurred in three main phases separated by periods of stability or slight expansion.

To estimate the age of the uppermost Hooker moraine we have to go to the adjoining Mueller terminal where there is a large latero-terminal moraine called White Horse Hill which may be correlated with one or more of the three upper moraines of the Hooker. On the inner slope of White Horse Hill there is a distinct vegetation line marking the maximum height of the ice in the period 1866-1906, and on the outer slope there was formerly an alpine bush or forest covering which was accidentally destroyed by fire about 1891. It is said that the dominant tree was mountain totara (Podocarpus sp.) which is again growing in the area, and after the fire the stumps and logs that remained were used for fuel at the Old Hermitage.

In June 1951 the writer was told by Mr. J. Adamson, who was manager of the Old Hermitage from 1883 to 1897, that many of the stumps and logs were up to a foot (30 cm) in diameter, and he pointed out a place low on the outer slope of the moraine where he had found one stump 4 ft. 6 in. (1.37 m) in diameter. Mr. Peter Graham, who was Chief Guide at the Hermitage some years after the fire, did not remember clearly the size of the logs but he thought that they "might have been a foot in diameter." The trees were growing at the upper limit of the forest zone and it is likely from their size that they were about 150 years old in 1891, and therefore that the lower outer slope of White Horse Hill and the uppermost or No. 3 lateral moraine of the Hooker were formed no later than 1741, and might be much older.

It appears therefore that at least one glacier, the Hooker, has been lowered in height in the terminal zone for at least 200 years, though the process was interrupted by four periods of stability or slight expansion marked by the "1890" moraine and the three higher moraines. It seems very
probable that a similar record of changes would be obtained from a study of the series of moraines and vegetation lines described by Douglas on the Strauchon Glacier, by Brodrick on the Baker Glacier of the Murchison system, and by Speight on the Fox and Franz Josef Glaciers.

**Climatic Causes of Glacier Wasting in New Zealand**

Seelye has concluded that the annual rainfall indices “for 1863 to 1947 show a declining tendency at the average rate of at least four per cent and two per cent per century for the North and South Islands respectively, but such a trend implies a bias in the method of evaluating indices before 1890 and a reasonable adjustment increases these trend rates to about seven and three per cent per century.”

Mr. C. A. Fleming has informed the writer that “on the Wanganui coast fixed sand-dunes provide evidence of changes in the direction of the dominant sand-moving winds. Sand is now moved north-east by almost equally strong southerlies and westerlies. At an earlier Recent period sand moved eastward, with negligible southerly influence. At a still earlier stage southerlies dominated over westerlies. It is tempting to correlate the three periods with the Subatlantic, Atlantic and Boreal periods recognized from pollen studies.”

It appears likely, therefore, that in New Zealand, as in the Northern Hemisphere, changes in the circulation of the atmosphere have probably been largely responsible for Recent glacier wasting and retreat. As noted by Kidson and Watts New Zealand lies between the high-pressure belt of the sub-tropics and the low-pressure belt of the Southern Ocean, but nearer the former than the latter. The weather is thus controlled by the series of anticyclones in the warm, moist, slow-moving tropical stream that moves eastward from Australia, and the cold fronts and depressions which develop along the great discontinuity between this stream and the cold, dense, fast-moving polar flow. A secular movement to the south of the average position of this discontinuity would have several effects that could cause glacier wasting. There would be rising temperatures through the increased influence of warm north-westerly and westerly winds over cold southerly winds, and there might also be a long-term decreasing rainfall trend. This hypothesis possibly explains and is supported by the fact that the decreasing rainfall trend that was detected by Seelye is greater in North Island than in South Island.
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REVIEW


As noted in the review on page 397 of Vol. 1 of the Journal of Glaciology, the Zeitschrift für Gletscherkunde und Glazialgeologie is continuing periodic publication since its first post-war issue of 1949.

The present number measures up to the fine quality and broad range of glacial morphological and glaciological articles covered by previous issues. These include subjects ranging from aspects on the internal structure and facings of glaciers and their firm cover, to discussions more strictly geographical and geomorphological in emphasis. Some of the material presented is obviously still a backlog of field work which has not been fully drawn to our attention elsewhere owing to the interference of the last war. Several papers of interest concerning new studies in seldom discussed regions are given. These include an interesting paper on glaciological research on the moraines at high elevations on two mountains in central Greece, and another interesting piece on *penitente* ice formations in the San Juan Cordillera of Argentina.

The previous pattern of reports on glacier variations in Europe is followed to bring the record up to date through 1950. And, as always, there are valuable short notes and discussions on individual matters and on other recent publications of glaciological interest.

Although this Journal is, as usual, well presented, a few diagrams would seem not to be up to its usual standard of precise draughtsmanship. Also it might be added that a short abstract either in English or French would be most useful at the beginning of each paper, and in any event a short abstract in German, also at the beginning of each article, would be of greatest assistance.

MAYNARD M. MILLER

*This publication can be obtained at the Barmerlea Book Sales Ltd., 10, Bayley Street, Bedford Square, London, W.C.1, at a price of 95 Austrian schillings.
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Fig. 5. (See text, p. 128) The ice-rock contact as seen in the lower tunnel at depth of 50 m. The hammer is resting on rock fragments in the sole. Below this is the rock bed. The instrument shown is a Chamberlin-type shear meter. The faint bandings above the dark sole are the sedimentary dirt bands.

Fig. 1. (See text, p. 142) Tasman Glacier and Malte Brun Range, Southern Alps, New Zealand. The "vegetation line," with which remnants of a lateral moraine of the same age and approximately the same height are associated, is parallel to the present glacier surface for twenty-two km. from the terminal face. The greater part of the down-wasting however occurred later in the upper part of the glacier than in the lower part.